TelaScapes

Stretch Fabric System
The TelaScapes wall track system
makes it simple to acoustically treat
any commercial or residential space.
It combines high level, effective sound
absorption with options to personalize
the look of the treatment.
The system is comprised of three fully
customizable components: a modular
track system that can be mounted
almost anywhere, filler panels that
provide broadband acoustic absorption,
and a wide selection of durable stretch
fabric in a variety of colour options.

Step 1:

Using the modular TelaScapes PVC
track pieces, create the design and
frame for the rest of the acoustic
treatment. The tracks are compatible
with almost any flat surface and are
easy to mount.

Step 2:

Primacoustic filling material panels
are easily mounted within the spaces
created by the track system, a variety
of panel sizes are available to reduce
installation time for larger rooms, and
mounting hardware makes it easy to
affix the panels to any wall surface.

Step 3:

Finally, fabric is stretched over the
panels, easily tucked into place with
Primacoustic's installation tools for a
seamless fit. A wide variety of colour
options are available to suit the existing
décor of any space.
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Tracks

The TelaScapes track system includes two types of track pieces: Perimeter tracks for
outside edges and Mid-Wall tracks to join two sections of paneling together. Both of
these track types are designed to accommodate heavy fabric types and to sit flush with
Primacoustic's range of sound-absorbing filling material.
These durable tracks are built from recyclable PVC that can be cut to size to suit any
space. Two colour options are provided for the track itself, with white or black finishes
available.

Fill Material:

Choose between high performance glass wool or eco-friendly PET, depending on the
use case and the desired amount of noise reduction. Both options will absorb a wide
range of frequencies and help with issues in the room such as excessive noise and
echo.

Colour Options:

Primacoustic has partnered with Guilford of Maine to provide to multiple colours of
stretch fabric, letting the user keep aesthetics in mind while acoustically treating their
space. A printable fabric option expands the range of design options even further
allowing unique graphics and logos to be added.

Finishing Tools:

Primacoustic's range of custom
tools make installing stretch fabric a
breeze. The curved blades help the
installer tuck the fabric into the edges
of the track frame. No additional fixing
materials are needed as the fabric is
held in place by friction alone.

TelaScapes are the perfect solution for commercial or residential spaces that require a customized acoustic
solution, including commercial offices, restaurants, home theatres, and Houses of Worship.
Infinitely modular and easy to install, TelaScapes allow the user to create treatment that's perfectly suited to
its surroundings, providing excellent sound absorption without sacrificing aesthetics.
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